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Editor’s Letter

Welcome to the 2016-2017
edition of the Berkeley High
School literary magazine, The
Collage. On the following pages,
you will find artwork and writing
pieces from our incredibly
talented student-body. We hope
you enjoy it!
~ Ms. Stephens
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Rosie McCarroll
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Every Girl’s Dream, Right?
by Sade’ Boone
No one wants it-To be told you’re not beautiful
and not the queen you are.
Often told you’ll never go far-Slapped and pushed, stomped and cursed at.
Raise your hand to a woman, no longer a man.
Pounds of makeup just to cover your face-Long sleeves in the summer just to hide his mistakes.
You stay with him ‘cause you’re scared to escape-And every girl in the world wants to take
your “pretty little place”.
But no one knows what goes on behind those doors-Only you know the scars you have worn.
Wanna scream and shout but nothing gets out-You tell him to stop and he makes you black-out.
But he’s every girl’s dream, right?
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Maybe
by Kayleigh West
Maybe…
Maybe if I was more popular
Maybe if I could find common interest
Maybe if I didn’t have a short temper
Maybe if I knew the whole story
Maybe if I left out some things
Maybe if I had the chance to understand you
Maybe if someone really cared
Maybe if we could figure this out together
Maybe if we really talked about it
Maybe if…
I don’t know
Maybe I’m not as good as you
Maybe I’m not as cool as you
Maybe I’m disposable and maybe I’m just useless
But the thing is...
I’ve got feelings and they can be hurt
So maybe it’s me but maybe it’s something else
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Boredom
by Elaina Bartolome
Boredom is killing me,
It is making me frown,
It makes me feel less like a clown.
Boredom makes me sad inside,
It makes me want to cry.
Every day I walk by an old house,
And no one lives inside.
Boredom is killing me inside.
I watch an old man walk by,
He looks sad and alone too.
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Consumed
by Rosie McCarroll
Beginning as a sight, a cliff
Over-looking a sea of external “beauty”
But on the inside, instincts drift
And waver and one can no longer clearly
Feel their need as they crawl towards
The edge, seeing nothing but the outwardly
Beautiful “angels” whose internal discords
Have caused them and others, alike, unheedingly
To fall under that floor of being normal
Into a trap that is drowning with cold
Fingers and wretched teeth, like an animal
Who has been left to die, like so many untold
Misfortunes that bestow upon these hopeless
The sharing and caring of their communities
Who keep pushing them down into the abyss
Or pulling them up, only frozen
In their destruction, until they are consumed
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Family
by Adam Reninga
Family is a plague to all
No matter how big or how small
All people love in time
Even when it’s an upward climb
Love can be a killer
It can be the instiller
Of fear and of crime
Love can bring out our best
Or make us start to detest
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Fear
by Ashley Burn
Fear is cold, dark, and safe
It’s always there, always stays
It hides when it isn’t bold
But still remains truth to be told
It whispers soft before it yells
It speaks in secrets it always tells
It holds my tongue from giving thoughts
It ruins lives that can’t be taught
Yet love can bring light to dark
It can find the kindling with a spark
It starts to smolder in childish ways
Then catches fire and burns bright as day
It shines right through with radiance
It shows me to the second chance
It fills my chest like a well-lit room
It stamps the letter and seals my doom
Even though you’re gone, I wish you the best
I treated you well and you left a whole in my chest
I’m going to be better and wholeness
And hope to remember you as known-less
It hurts every single day
Wishing we could go back to last May
Love and fear sometimes coexist
The answer is found in who wins
My silence before came as a fearful fool
It’s broken now because I love you.
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First Love
by Kayla Brisbon

Sometimes it’s hard to trust,
But for someone you love it’s a must.
When they leave you to go,
You just wanna tell them no.
When they tell you they love you,
You say you love them too.
They always keep you happy,
But they always leave you all sappy.
They spoil your heart,
But they can also crush it with a dart.
They take you to the enchanted,
They take you for granted.
They tell you they’re sorry,
And try to put the icing on top with a Ferrari.

You let them back in because you love them,
And get mad that your friend’s with a Tim.
You spend hours waiting for a text,
But you’re scared they’ve moved on to the next.
You cry day and night,
Thinking if you’re right.
You call them and get no answer,
Staring at the phone to see if the text will transfer.
Months have passed and you’re over it,
Now you feel brand new and legit.
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Inkly City
by Rosie McCarroll
In a place called Inkly City
Lived the Inkiest Inky Committee
Where the IIC had said,
“By our laws, the town is led.
Only blue inkies allowed here;
All other inkies do not come near.
It is as the Inkiest Inkies Committee commands,
“All other inkies are banned!”
But then one day came a magling of inkies
And these inkies were not blue blinkies
No, these inkies were red as emberings
That burned the blue inkies timberings-The timberings home to these blue things
That caused the IIC’s law to be the groundings
Of the Inkly City
For these red rinkleems, oh what a pity!
“We are not for what we seem,”
Said a little red rinkleem
“Allow us to be friends,
Do not judge us by your ancient friends!”
And it seems the red rinkleems were true
Truer than how the bluer were blue
But still the IIC deemed
To be rid of the rinkleems!
And so the rinkleems, all discouraged,
Called cousin emberlings to start a flurage
Their timberings were burned once more
And the inkies regretted their perceptions…
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Inked
by Asaunte Green
When I saw it coming, I grew scared;
It was coming for me, I knew this wasn’t good.
The way its look was so mad;
The closer I got, the more I got nervous.
“Kill me now! I just want this to be over!”
When it got to me, all I saw was black.
I was crushed—hurt—upset.
I couldn’t breathe—it was killing me.
I didn’t know what to do with myself;
I was really upset…that I had failed my test!
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Let It Grow
by Katelynn Thorne
The sun shines bright on the forest tonight
Not a predator to be seen
A kingdom of beauty, and it looks like I’m part of it.
My leaves are growing like the seed is too small.
Couldn’t keep it in; nature knows this is right.

Don’t let them near
Don’t let them eat
Be the fierce plant you always have to be
Save—don’t waste
Don’t let them notice
Well, now they notice
Let it grow, let it grow
Can’t contain it anymore
Let it grow, let it grow
Face up and stretch my leaves
I don’t care what the other plants think
Let the growth rage on
Herbivores never bothered me anyway
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Let It Grow (continued)

It’s funny how diversity makes everything seem small
And the shell that once protected me is gone
It’s time to see what I’m capable of
To test Mother Nature and show who’s boss
No threats, no drought
No constrictions for me…I’m finally free
My pollen flies through the air and all around
My roots are thirsty inside of the ground
And one carbon dioxide molecule does it all
I’m never going to stop
The sky is my limit
Let it grow, let it grow
Can’t contain it anymore
Let it grow, let it grow
Face up and stretch my leaves
I don’t care what the other plants think
Let the growth rage on
Herbivores never bothered me anyway
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Love
by Jaquoia Williams
This made me the happiest in the world.

Oh, how I continuously gave you thanks, my lord.
Every hour, every second, this was on my mind.

Little did I know I wasn’t on his and he was doing just fine.
I wept in tears until everything became a blur.

Little did I know he was still thinking of her.
That’s when it hit me, and I felt so isolated and cold.

This was the only one I opened my heart to.
I build these walls up—bound to let no other in.

I have lost everything—even let down my friends.
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Mistake
by Ashley Burn

Through
All the
All the
My love

all the horrible damage—
fights and lies,
disrespect and abuse—
was always true.

I constantly tried and tried,
But the more I tried,
The more the real you would show.
Loving you more killed me;
Forgiving you was on me.
You’re nothing but a mistake.
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My Love
by Sade’ Boone
Glad to see you never cared—
Never cared for the love I gave.

You tore my heart from this strong shell;
I told myself I’d never fall for you.
Glad I learned who you really are.
Every day you dug my grave—deeper and deeper.
Begging day and night for some piece of you,
But not once did I think about my own life.
My love for you was a drug—
a poisonous, destructive drug.
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Old Man in the Land
by Jaquoia Williams
There once lived an old man in the land
Who had a very crocked hand
He loved to go fishing
So in his mind he began wishing
Tick-tock tick-tock tick-tock
The old man glanced toward the clock
Skadizzle! What he was cooking was about to burn
Luckily, he had an alternative to churn
Walamazoo! Fishing had crossed his mind once again, you see
So he decided to call up his friend, Lee
They gathered up their fishing poles right away
To fish at the lake on that beautiful, sunny day
Two old friends had fun hanging out
They told stories about what life was about
Then all of a sudden, the pole sunk into the deep
And then they saw the huge fish peep
Hurriedly, they grabbed the fishing line
Oh wow! What they pulled in was mighty fine
The fish flipped and flopped all over the place
As if it were trying to win a sprint race
The old man took his crocked hand
And dragged the fish on to the sand
His wish to fish came true
As he traveled on his boat named Lou
Lee was quite happy for his friend
And wished he was in the same position as him
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Sisters
by Kayla Brisbon
A bond with a sister can’t be broken
When the love you share is a token
You’re like two hearts that connect
When you stand side by side, you reflect
But sometimes she might get on your nerves
And telling all her friends that you got served
She could go on and on about her win
Then be mad when you throw her in a bin
She even pushes you to the point
When you want to break her joints
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The Plague
by Amanda Contois
Relationships can be hard;

Some can even leave you scarred.
Some people will cheat;

Others will even beat.
Relationships can be strange;

They cause even the worst of people to change.
They teach people to love;

They send gifts from above.
While some can be a major pain;

Love is never in vain.
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The Trust of a Tree
by Katelynn Thorne
The tree sprouted up to the sky,
Its leaves getting ready to fly.
It stood in one place all year
With absolutely no fear.
The sun gave it light
Which helped it win the space fight,
And the rain gave it water.
The tree was going to be as tall as its father
Who helped create its seed.
There was no extra need
For the tree had it all.
But one day, it took a big fall.
Its leaves turned brown during the drought,
And the tree started to pout.
The sun was always behind the clouds,
And its branches felt like they gained more pounds.
This is what the tree got: no more lunch—
All for trusting too much.
It should have moved,
But now its leaves were dead and its back grooved.
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